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INTRODUCTION
In order to maintain a safe and healthful work environment, the Lake Tahoe Community
College District has developed this Injury & Illness Prevention Program for all employees
to follow. This document describes the goals, statutory authority, and the responsibilities
of all employees under the Program. It addresses Compliance, Hazard Identification,
Accident Investigation, Hazard Mitigation, Training, Hazard Communication, and
Program Documentation. By making employee safety a high priority for every employee,
we can reduce injuries and illnesses, increase productivity, and promote a safer and
healthier environment for all individuals at Lake Tahoe Community College District.
GOALS
Diligent implementation of this program will reap many benefits for Lake Tahoe
Community College District. Most notably, it will:
1.

Protect the health and safety of employees, and decrease the potential risk of
disease, illness, injury, and harmful exposures to district personnel.

2.

Reduce workers’ compensation claims and costs.

3.

Improve efficiency by reducing the time spent replacing or reassigning injured
employees, as well as reduce the need to find and train replacement employees.

4.

Improve employee morale and efficiency as employees see that their safety is
important to management.

5.

Minimize the potential for penalties assessed by various enforcement agencies by
maintaining compliance with Health and Safety Codes.

STATUTORY AUTHORITY



California Labor Code Section 6401.7
California Code of Regulations Title 8, Sections 1509 and 3203
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RESPONSIBILITY
The ultimate responsibility for establishing and maintaining effective environmental health
and safety policies specific to district facilities and operations rests with Vice President
of Administrative Services (VPAS) (See Appendix C-1). General policies, which govern
the activities and responsibilities of the Injury & Illness Prevention Program, are
established under VPAS final authority. The responsibility for overseeing the
development, implementation and maintenance of the Injury and Illness Prevention Plan
rests with the Program Coordinator. The Director of Facilities (See Appendix C-1) has
been appointed as the IIPP Program Coordinator and will continue until another person
is assigned this responsibility.
It is the responsibility of administrators and directors to develop procedures, which ensure
effective compliance with the Injury & Illness Prevention Program as well as other health
and safety policies related to operations under their control. They are responsible for
enforcement of this program among the employees under their direction by carrying out
the various duties outlined herein, setting acceptable safety policies and procedures for
each employee to follow and ensuring that employees receive the general safety training.
All administrators and directors must also ensure that appropriate job specific safety
training is received, and that safety responsibilities are clearly outlined in the job
descriptions, which govern the employees under their direction. Supervising others also
carries the responsibility for knowing how to safely accomplish the tasks assigned each
employee, for purchasing appropriate personal protective equipment, and for evaluating
employee compliance.
Immediate responsibility for workplace health and safety rests with each individual
employee. Employees are responsible for following the established work procedures and
safety guidelines in their area, as well as those identified in this program. Employees are
also responsible for using the personal protective equipment issued to protect them from
identified hazards, and for reporting any unsafe conditions to their directors.
The Director of Human Resources (see Appendix C-1) is responsible for supervising
the processing of employee worker comp related injury and illness concerns, coordinating
the District safety training program, and managing related documentation.

The Director of Facilities (see Appendix C-1) is responsible for managing the selfinspection program (identifying potential unsafe conditions of facilities and mitigation),
providing technical advice to Administrators and Directors, and conducting annual
inspections of all facilities.
The Vice President of Administrative Services (see Appendix C-1) will coordinate all
Facilities Council meeting activities including but not limited to developing and distributing
the meeting agenda, ensuring completion and distribution of meeting minutes, and
managing the completion of the goals and objectives set by the Facilities Council.
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The Facilities Council is responsible for providing overall guidance and direction to
Emergency Preparedness, SEMS, and Safety efforts for LTCC. This includes reviewing
trends, recommending mitigation, and advising management on safety issues, as well as
development and annual review of the Illness and Injury Prevention Program (IIPP). This
council is comprised of appointed representatives from all of the campus community
constituent groups. This structure is defined in the LTCC Organization and Governance
Handbook.
All managers, directors and lead personnel are responsible for implementing and
maintaining the IIPP in their work areas and for answering worker questions about the
program. A copy of the IIPP is available in the Human Resources office, Room A-111 in
the main building.

PROGRAM COMPLIANCE
Management is responsible for ensuring that all safety and health policies and procedures
are clearly communicated and understood by all employees. Directors and lead personnel
are expected to enforce the rules fairly and uniformly.
Compliance with this Injury & Illness Prevention Program will be achieved in the following
manner:
1.

Administrators and directors will set positive examples for working safely and
require that all staff under their direction work safely.

2.

Administrators and directors will use all disciplinary procedures available to them
to ensure that employees follow established safety policies and procedures.
Performance evaluations, verbal counseling, written warnings, and other forms of
disciplinary action are available.

3.

Administrators and directors will identify the resources necessary to provide a safe
work environment for their employees and include them in budget requests.

4.

Administrators and directors will establish appropriate means of recognition for
employees who demonstrate safe work practices.

All employees are responsible for using safe and healthful work practices, for following
all directives, policies and procedures, and for assisting in maintaining a safe work
environment. The following is our system of ensuring that all workers comply with the
rules and maintain a safe work environment:
•
•
•
•

Inform workers of the provisions of the LTCC IIPP
Evaluate the safety performance of all employees
Recognize employees who perform safe and healthful work practices
Provide training to employees whose safety performance is deficient
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•
•

Discipline employees, according to established disciplinary processes outlined in
applicable contracts, policies and procedures, for failure to comply with safe and
healthful work practices. Disciplinary procedures are attached
Set positive examples for working safely, and require that all staff under their
direction work safely

Lake Tahoe Community College District has developed this comprehensive Injury &
Illness Prevention Program to enhance the health and safety of its employees.
HAZARD IDENTIFICATION
The Injury and Illness Prevention Standard requires that the employer implement a
system of identifying and evaluating workplace hazards. The system of identification and
analysis for LTCC includes facility inspections and employee feedback.
A workplace inspection program is essential in order to reduce unsafe conditions that may
expose faculty, staff, students, and visitors to incidents that could result in personal
injuries or property damage. It is the responsibility of each Department and Maintenance
and Operations to ensure that systematic safety inspections are conducted as
appropriate.
Safety Inspections
A periodic inspection program to identify and evaluate workplace hazards shall be
administered by Administrative Services according to the following time or event-based
requirements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The overall facility inspection will be performed annually
When our Injury and Illness Prevention Program was first established
When new substances, processes, procedures or equipment that present potential
new hazards are introduced into our workplace
When new, previously unidentified hazards are recognized
When occupational injuries and illnesses occur
When we hire and/or reassign permanent or intermittent workers to processes,
operations, or tasks for which a hazard evaluation has not been previously
conducted
Whenever workplace conditions warrant an inspection

Periodic inspections consist of identification and evaluation of workplace hazards utilizing
applicable sections of the appropriate Identification Checklists (see Appendix A), and any
other effective methods to identify and evaluate workplace hazards. Unscheduled safety
inspections may be conducted as deemed necessary.
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ACCIDENT/EXPOSURE REPORTING AND INVESTIGATIONS
In the event of an employee accident, illness, or exposure an Incident, Hazard, &
Exposure Report form (see Appendix B-1) must be completed by each party involved,
completed forms will be submitted to Administrative Services. The Injury and Illness
Prevention Standard requires that employers implement a method of investigating
workplace injury, illness, or exposure. Following an accident or illness, the employer must
gather information and make determination of causes, maintaining a file of this
investigation.
Employees are responsible to report accidents immediately to their director and complete
an Incident, Hazard, & Exposure Report form (see Appendix B-1) as time permits. For
non-emergency medical issues, report the incident to the HR Department and then the
District’s Company Nurse Injury hotline may be contacted at (877) 518-6702 (see
Appendix C2). If after hours and employee’s director is not available, report to the District
night supervisor at extension #777 or on duty custodian at (530) 721-7039 (custodian can
be reached directly at extension #515 as well).
Directors will investigate accidents, injuries, occupational illnesses, and near-miss
incidents to identify the causal factors or hazards immediately by using the Supervisor’s
Accident Investigation Report form (see Appendix B2), completed forms will be submitted
to Administrative Services. A copy of the Accident Investigation form must be forwarded
to Human Resources. In the event of a serious incident, the Director of Facilities (see
Appendix C-1) will assist with the investigation, bringing in outside experts if needed.
Appropriate repairs or procedural changes will be implemented promptly to mitigate the
noted hazards.
Administrative Services will route all occupational injuries, illnesses, or exposures to
hazardous substances to Human Resources. Administrative Services will report all
serious injuries or illnesses, or death, of an employee, and all work-related inpatient
hospitalizations (other than observations), within 8 hours, all amputations and all losses
of an eye within 24 to the nearest CalOSHA office at 916-263-2800. An example Accident
Investigation Checklist is attached (see Appendix B4).
Investigation of workplace accidents, hazardous substance exposures and near-miss
accidents will be administered through Administrative Services, and will be conducted by
the department administrator/director or the Director of Facilities (see Appendix C-1).
These investigations will include:
• Visiting the scene as soon as possible
• Interviewing affected workers and witnesses
• Examining the workplace for factors associated with the accident/exposure/nearmiss accident
• Determining the causes of the accident/exposure/near-miss accident
• Taking corrective action to prevent the accident/exposure/near-miss
accident from reoccurring
• Recording the findings and corrective actions taken
5

HAZARD CORRECTION
The Injury and Illness Prevention Standard clearly requires that employers correct safety
deficiencies in a timely manner according to the severity of the hazard. Furthermore,
whenever a hazard poses immediate danger, employees must be protected from injury.
Unsafe or unhealthy work conditions, practices or procedures at our work facilities shall
be corrected in a timely manner based on the severity of the hazards, and according to
the following procedures:
•
•

•

When observed or discovered
When an imminent hazard exists which cannot be immediately abated without
endangering employee(s) and/or property, we will remove all exposed employees
from the area except those necessary to correct the existing condition. Employees
necessary to correct the hazardous condition shall be provided with the necessary
protection
All such actions taken and dates they are completed shall be documented on the
attached Hazards Correction Form (see Appendix B-3)

The Hazard Correction Form (see Appendix B-3) is to be utilized to prioritize safety
deficiencies according to severity, establish who will be responsible for the corrective
action, and by what date the action must be implemented by. It also documents the actual
date of implementation and follow-up evaluation. This form is also available on the District
Safety Web site at http://www.ltcc.edu/campusresources/health-and-safety/.
The report of Possible Unsafe Conditions and Work Orders:
• Any employee may report any unsafe condition. Reporting can be anonymous.
Employees may use an Incident, Hazard, & Exposure Reporting form (see
Appendix B-1), or the online “Report a Safety Issue” form, both of which are
available at http://www.ltcc.edu/campusresources/health-and-safety/. Unsafe
conditions may also be reported using a maintenance work order at
https://www.myschoolbuilding.com/myschoolbuilding/mygateway.asp?acctnum=1
038574080.

TRAINING AND INSTRUCTION
Training is the key element to the LTCC’s Injury and Illness Prevention Program. This is
a requirement of the standard and a form of communicating safety related materials to
the employees. It is the most effective tool at management's disposal to control workplace
hazards. All employees, including management, directors, and lead personnel shall have
training and instruction on general and job specific safety and health practices.

Training and instruction shall be provided as follows:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

When the IIPP is first established
To all new employees before they begin work assignments
To all employees given new job assignments for which training has not previously
provided
Whenever new substances, processes, procedures or equipment are introduced
to the workplace and represent a new hazard
Whenever we become aware of a new or previously unrecognized hazard
To directors to familiarize them with the safety and health hazards to which
employees under their immediate direction and control may be exposed
Directors will assign and ensure completion of appropriate training for employees
based on job duties
To all employees with respect to hazards unique to each employee's job
assignment

Document any training, regardless of length or importance. Records of individual
online training will be documented in the Keenan Safe Colleges web site. Records of
any training that is conducted ‘offline’ should be forwarded to Human Resources.

GENERAL SAFE WORK PRACTICES
At a minimum, all employees will be trained in the following, as
applicable:
1. Hazard Communication - Globally Harmonizing System (GHS) and Safety
Data Sheets (SDS). - Required for all employees at least once during
employment and again if new hazards are introduced to the work environment
and if job duties change.
2. Injury & Illness Prevention Program. – Required for all employees at least
once during employment and again if the IIPP changes.
3. Blood Borne Pathogens. - Required for all employees with annual refresher
requirement.
4. Sexual Harassment (AB 1825) Management (Administrators and Directors)
will complete this training once every 2 years.
5. Mandatory Reporting: Any employee working with or around minors under the
age of 18 will complete this training annually.
6. Fire Prevention, Fire Extinguisher, and Emergency Preparedness: Any
employee working on campus will complete this training according to the
requirements of their assigned duties.
Note: An individual’s role or area of assignment may necessitate other additional
training requirements not listed here.
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SPECIFIC SAFE WORK PRACTICES
In addition to this general training, each employee will be instructed on how to protect
themselves from the hazards specific to their individual job duties. At a minimum, this
entails how to use workplace equipment, safe handling of hazardous materials and use
of personal protective equipment. Training must be completed before beginning work
on assigned equipment, and whenever new hazards or changes in procedures are
implemented:
1. Every employee with respect to hazards specific to their job assignment.
2. Employee is given new job assignments for which training has not previously
been provided.
3. Whenever new substances, processes, procedures or equipment are introduced
to the workplace and represent a new hazard.
4. Whenever the employer is made aware of a new or previously unrecognized
hazard.
5. Administrators are to familiarize themselves with the safety and health hazards
to which workers under their immediate direction and control may be exposed.
Attendance at regularly scheduled General Safety Training programs provided
through each employee’s department or on-line at Keenan Safe Colleges (KSC)
will meet this requirement. Other training forums are acceptable if approved by
the employee’s Administrator or Supervisor.
It is the responsibility of each administrator and supervisor to know the hazards related
to his/her employee’s job tasks and to ensure the employee receives appropriate training.
1.

Administrators and directors will ensure that all employees receive general and
job-specific training prior to initial or new job assignments.

2.

Administrators and directors will ensure that employees are trained whenever new
substances, processes, procedures or equipment are introduced to the workplace,
which may create new hazards. Training must also be given when new or
previously unrecognized hazards are brought to administrators and directors
attention.

3.

All training will be documented and records kept in Human Resources.
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COMMUNICATION
The Injury and Illness Prevention Standard requires employers to explain the methods
used to communicate safety matters. This communication occurs in several ways. The
following is the LTCC’s system of communication, designed to facilitate a continuous flow
of two-way (management, supervisor and employee) safety and health information in a
form that is readily understandable to and between all affected site personnel:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New employee orientation, including a discussion of department specific safety
and health policies and procedures
Follow-through by supervisor to ensure effectiveness
Workplace specific safety and health training
Facilities Council meetings held at least every quarter and more frequently as
deemed necessary by the creation/identification of hazards or occurrence of
injuries and illnesses
Effective written communication of safety and health concerns between employees
and directors, including language translation where appropriate
Post and/or distribute safety information (i.e.: newsletters, posters, bulletins)
Access to the written IIPP
A system for employees to anonymously inform management about workplace
hazards without fear of reprisal. This is accommodated by use of the “Suggestions”
box in the mailroom or via the “Report a Safety Issue” form on the District web site
at http://www.ltcc.edu/campusresources/health-and-safety/

Under no circumstances shall the District allow reprisal for an employee that submits an
Incident, Hazard, & Exposure Report form (see Appendix B-1). As part of the employee
recognition policy, the District shall take into consideration an employee's willingness to
identify hazards in the workplace.
Employees are encouraged to bring to the District’s attention any potential health or safety
hazard that may exist in the work area by contacting the Director of Facilities or their
immediate supervisor. Communication methods can include e-mail, work order, online
form submission, phone message or face to face contact. Administrators and directors
will follow-up on suggestions and investigate the concerns brought up through these
communication methods. Feedback to the employees is critical, and must be provided
for effective two-way communication.

RECORDKEEPING
Documentation is critical for demonstrating the effort of LTCC towards safety and program
implementation. Many standards and regulations of Cal/OSHA contain requirements for
the maintenance and retention of records for occupational injuries and illnesses, medical
surveillance, exposure monitoring, inspections and other activities relevant to
occupational health and safety. To comply with these regulations, as well as to
demonstrate that the critical elements of this Injury & Illness Prevention Program are
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being implemented, the following records will be kept on file in the offices listed below, for
at least the length of the time indicated below:
Our organization has taken the following steps to implement and maintain our IIPP:
1. Copies of Incident, Hazard, and Exposure Report forms (see appendix B-1) and
any associated Hazard Correction Forms (see appendix B-3). Retain for 3 years
by the Vice President of Administrative Services.
2. Copies of Accident Investigation Report (see appendix B-2) and any associated
Hazard Correction Forms (see appendix B-3). Retain for 3 years by the Vice
President of Administrative Services.
3. Copies of Employee Training Record and related training documents. Retain for
duration of each individual's employment by Human Resources.
4. Copies of Safety Postings and Facilities Council Meeting Minutes and Agendas.
Retain 1 year by Human Resources.
5. Copies of Employee Exposure Records, or other required Employee Health and
Safety Records. Retain for 30 years or for the duration of each individual's
employment, if greater than 30 years. These records will be maintained in Human
Resources.
6. Records of past Safety Inspections (see Appendix A) are kept for a period of 3
years in the Maintenance and Operations department.
A safe and healthy workplace is the goal of everyone at LTCC, with responsibility shared
by management and staff alike. For any questions regarding this Injury & Illness
Prevention Program, please contact the Director of Facilities (See Appendix C-1).
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APPENDIX A
SAFETY INSPECTION CHECKLISTS
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Appendix A-1
Inspection Checklist for General Safety
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Appendix A-2
Inspection Checklist for Fire Safety
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Appendix A-3
Inspection Checklist for Chemical Safety
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Appendix A-4
Inspection Checklist for Lab and Mechanical Safety
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APPENDIX B
REPORTING, INVESTIGATION, AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS
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Appendix B-1
Incident, Hazard, & Exposure Report Form
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Appendix B-2
Accident Investigation Report
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Appendix B-3
Hazard Correction Form
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Appendix B-4
Accident Investigation Checklist

When you’re involved in an accident investigation, the notes you take will be important to
determine what happened and to give clues for avoiding future incidents. The information
that you record should focus on the who, what, when, where, how, and why facts of the
accident. This list of sample questions that you may need to ask during an investigation
will help you document many aspects of the accident scene.

Who...
0
0
0
0
0

Where...

Was involved in the accident?
0 Did the accident happen?
Was injured?
0 Was the employee's supervisor when the
Witnessed the accident?
accident occurred?
Reported the accident? 0 Were co-workers when the accident occurred?
Notified emergency medical
personnel?
0 services
Were witnesses
when the accident occurred?
0 Does this condition exist elsewhere in
What...
the facility?
0 Happened?
0 Is the evidence of this investigation going to
0 Company property was damaged?
be kept?
0 Evidence was found?
0 Was done to secure the accident scene?
How... of the
0 Was done to prevent the recurrence
0 Did the accident happen?
accident?
0 victims
Was the
accident discovered?
0 Level of medical care did the
require?
employees injured?
0 Was being done at the time0of Were
the accident?
0 Tools were being used? 0 Was the equipment damaged?
0 Could the accident have been avoided?
0 Was the employee told to do?
0 Machine was involved? 0 Could the supervisor have prevented the
accident from happening?
0 Operation was being performed?
0
Could
co-workers avoid similar accidents?
0 Instructions had been given?
0 Precautions were necessary?
0 Protective equipment should have been used?
0 Did others do to contributeWhy...
to the accident?
0 Did witnesses see?
0 Did the accident happen?
0 Safety rules were violated?0 Were employees injured?
0 Safety rules were lacking? 0 Did the employees behave that way?
0 New safety rules or procedures
are needed?
0 Wasn't
protective equipment used?
0 Weren't specific instructions given to
the employee?
When...
0 Did the accident happen? 0 Was the employee in that specific position
or place?
0 Was it discovered?
0 Was the accident reported?0 Was the employee using that machine or
those tools?
0 Did the employee begin the task?
0
Didn't
the employee check with the supervisor?
0 Were the hazards pointed out to the employee?
0
Wasn't
the
supervisor there at the time
0 Did the supervisor last check the employee's
progress?
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APPENDIX C
IIPP CONTACT INFORMATION
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Appendix C-1
List of Contact Information for IIPP Responsible Persons/Offices

(Interim) Vice President of Administrative Services
Name: Mark Zacovic, PhD
Office Location: Room A-110E
Phone: (530) 541-4660, Ext # 219
Mobile: (951)537-9384
Email: zacovic@ltcc.edu

Director of Human Resources
Name: Shelley Hansen
Office Location: Room A-111
Phone: (530) 541-4660, Ext # 269
Mobile: (530) 545-1499
Email: hansen@ltcc.edu

Director of Facilities (IIPP Program Coordinator)
Name: Randy Joslin, D.P.A.
Office Location: Room B-104
Phone: (530) 541-4660, Ext # 260
Mobile: (775) 315-4161
Email: joslin@ltcc.edu

Lake Tahoe Community College Maintenance and Operations Department (M&O)
Office Location: Room B-106
Phone: (530) 541-4660, Ext # 515
Mobile: (530) 721-7039
Email: maintenance@ltcc.edu
District Night Supervisor: (530) 541-4660, Ext # 777
CalOSHA Office: (916) 263-2800
Company Nurse Injury Hotline: (877) 518-6702
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Appendix C-2
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Company Nurse Injury Hotline
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